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Q.3.

(a)

e.1. Let R be a relation on the set N of natural numbers defined by nRme n

is a factor of m(i.e.,nlm)' Then, R is

(a)reflexive and symmetric (b)transitive and symmetric

(c)equivalence (d)reflexive, transitive but not symmetric

Q.2. If R * is an extended real number system, then the least upper bound is R

xis

(b) -.o

0 (d) no least uPper bound

Which of the following(s) is / are correct ?

The set of real number is RnQ is countable

! m porto nt I n structio ns

+ Fill all the information in various columns, in capital letters, with blue/black point pen for

attempting the questions

+ Use of calculators is not allowed'

+ Make attempt by writing the answer in capital Letters in the box against each question number'

+ All questions are compulsory. Each Qu"ition has only one right answer' No Negative marking for

WfOng anSWerS' -..,!ll -^l r.o at^lrratpd-
+ l,r:ffiil;pted with two or more options/answers will not be evaluated.



(b) The set of real number is R n e. is countable
(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) Neither (a) nor (b)

Q 4' 
ffi,i:iffi::T:i:;* otnnite measure,(l), u sequence ormeasurabre

If f is a rear-valued function such that for each x eE,f,(x)+ (x), then(a) Given > 0 and 6> 0, there is a measurable set A c E with mA <6(b) 
:X.:urt 

0 and 6> 0, there does not exist a measurabre set A c E with

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) Neither (a) nor (b)

Q.5. A continuous function

(a) is always a function of bounded variation
(b) is never a function of bounded variation
(c) may or may not be a function of bounded variation
(d) None of the above

Q.6. Select the incorrect statement.

(a) If f is of bounded variatio_n on [a, b] to [c, d] and one-one, then f r is ofbounded variation on [c, d], provid.j f , oi., ,

(b) 
i:J:''l:ffi:r1"#"1,?;br 

onto itserrand satisnes LMvr conditions, then

(c) 
l1.T];HljtVx e (a, b), then ris orbounded variation irg(t) is

(d) If g(x) eR[a, b], then g(x) is of bounded variation on [a, b]
Q.7. Given the vectors (1, l, 0), (3, 1,3) and (5, 3, 3)
(a) the vectors are linearly independent



(b) the vectors are linearly dependent

(c) (1, 1,0) + (3, 1,3) + (5,3,3):0

(d) (1, 1,0) + (3, 1,3) + (5, 3,3) * 0

Q.8. If Vbe the vector space of all functions from R to R and W: {f :(5):0}.

(a) W is a subspace of Z

(b) W is not a subspace of V

(c) Z is closed under multiplication

(d) W is not closed under multiplication

Q.g. If (i) z : Mr * Mz and (ii) MrnMz : (0) i,e., Mr and Mz are disjoint

subspaces of L.

(a) A linear space I is a direct sum of its two subspaces M1 and M2

(b) A linear space I is not direct sum of its two subspaces Mr and Mz

(c) L: Mt@ Mz

(d) L*Mt@ Mz

Q.10.Iff :[a, b] +€and P is any partition of [a, b]. Then, total variation of

,V(\) is equal to

(a) Inf {v (T;P)} (b) SUP{v (T;P)}

(c) max {v (T;P)} (d) min{v (T;P)}

Q. 1 l.Iflis analytic in a ball B(a;R) and l/@)ls!uI,Y a eB(a;R), then

(a) l")(u)l < ntM
RN

(c) lf")@)l:nlM (d) None of these

Q.12.The series

ooZ
I-, lzl<lis

(b) l"'(u)l >- nw.
RN



n: I I,rln + |
(a) uniformly but not absolutely convergent(b) uniformly and absolutely convergent
(c) absolutely convergent but not uniformly convergent(d) convergent but not uniformly

Q' 13'For the functi onf(z) = sin [ " _ it I choose the correct answer.

(1) fe) hasno singulariry Lt'f 
- W J

(b) f(z)has finite number of singularity with exactly one(c) all the singularities of f(z)are pole(d) infinify is simple pole

Q'l4'suppose that a function/is continuous in a domain D, then among thefollowing statements

i. fhas primitive in D
ii' The integtal of f(z) along any path lying in D between any two fixedpoints in D is independent of path
iii' The integral of f(z) along every elosed contour in D is zero.

Codes

(a) I implies III but not II
(b) II implies III but not implied by I(c) I implies II and III but not implied by either of II or III(d) Allthe statements are equivalent

Q. 1 5.If 0(z) : Re(z) + /(z), where flz) is meromorphic. Then,(a) {(z) is meromorphic
(b) $(z) andflz)has same number of singularities(c) f(z) is analytic in every closed and bounded region provided it has nopoles

(d) g(z) has no singularities

Q. l6.If (a,7): r , then at' - I is divisible by f, where ,t is(a)3 (b) s @) 7 (d) 8



Q. 17.If integers a, b > I ; then the set of all integer of the form

ma 1- nb(m, n eZ) includes

(a)Both their gcd and lcm

(b)Their gcd but not lcm

(c)Their lcm but not gcd

(d)Neither their lcm nor gcd

Q.l8.Which of the following statement(s) is/are true ?

(a)Every integer greater than t has a prime factor

(b)Every integer greater than t has no prime factor

(c)Both (a) and (b)

(d)None of the above

Q.19. Let (2, +) denote the group of all integers under addition' then the

number of all automorphisms of (2, +) is

(a) I (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

Q.20.Two permutations in the symmetric group Sn are conjugate iff

(a) they fix the same number of elements

(b) they have the same cycle decomposition

(c) they have the same order

(d) They are odd powers of each other

Q.21. If H is a subgrouP of G,

(a) H-1 :Ft @) he H= h-r eH

1c; U-' # H (d) h-te H-r then he H

e.22.If G is an abelian Group, then which of the following(s)'is/are hold/s?

(a) (ab)-t: a-1 b-r' Va' be G'

(b) (ab)"= €lnbn , V a, be G for any three consecutive integers n'

(c) (bab't)n: banb-r,Vao be G and neZ.

(c) Number of elements in a group G is less than or equal to four.



o 
";lif;"?.$!:iilT-'ic group on n svmbols and An be the arternating

(a) A" is normal subgroup of Sn
(b) {S": An}:2
(c) Order of Anis n!
(d) A" is the set of all odd permutations of Sn

?,1i; r!,lJ.t'= 
{0' t'2'3,4,5} is a ring of integers moduro 6, then folowing(s)

(a) Zu is a ring without zero divisor
(b) Zo is a ring with zero divisor.
(c) 3 is an idempotent element in 26.
(d) Ze is an integral domain

Q.25. Let F be an field, then
(a) F has no zero divisors
(b) l7 has no proper ideals
(c) only ideals of F are {0} and F itself
(d) F has only proper ideals

Q,z. A topological spacexis rocally connected iff(a) for every open set u of x,each component of uis closed in x(b)for every crosed set uof X, each component of u is open inx(c)for every open set u of x,each component of uis open in x(d) None of the above

Q.27 .A product of regular spaces is
(a) Hausdorff
(c) regular

(b) disjoint
(d) None of these

Q'28' Let X be aamortizabrespace. If a is an open covering of X, then there isa Collection D of subsets of X suctr that.
(a) D is a open covering of X
(b) D is countably locally finite
(c) D is a refinement of a
(d) All of the above



Q,zg,Let n1: R x R +Rbe projection into the first coordinate. Then,

(a) n, is continuous @) nr is subjective

(c) n, is open (d) nt is closed

e.30. The differential equation, derived from Y:Ae2* + Be-2* have the order'

where A, B are constants

(a) 3

(c) I

(a) m: '7 , n:2
(c) m: "7,n:l

(b) 2
(d) None of these

(b) *: '7:7
(d)m:-7,n:-2

Q.3 l. Integrating factor of
(*'y' + 3y)dx + (3x8y- x)dy : 0 is xln, then

Q.32. Solution of d , dz d z
x, +Zxy 

- 

yyz 

-:0 

is

ax2 axay ry"

(d) None of these

Q.33. Solution of (mz-ny)p + (nx-lz)q-mx, is

(a)/(l" +my +rrz,x2 +Y2+221: g

(b)filx -mY -ru,*' +Y' *221: g

(c)fimx -nx *nY) : 0

(d) None of the above

Q.34. The degree of differential equation satisffing the relation



,---
V1+x'+V I +y3 :l (x VfrZ-16,,

(a) I
(c)3 b)2

(d) None of these

fri|i,te 
eigen value for the boundary value probrem x,, +1-- 0;x(0) 0, x(n)=

(b) Vl, - tan l.n = 0
(d) A +tan Vl,n = 0

Q. 36. The initial value problem
(a) u* * ur= 1, u(s,s): sin s. 0 < s ( l, has
(b) a unique solution
(c) no solution
(d) infinitely many solutions

Q'37' The accuracy of Simpson,s rule quadrature for a step size h is(a) o(h2) 
16) o(h3)

(d) o(h) i.j o ir,)

Q.38. Expression of the function x, +*, -5x + 2 in factorial notation is(a) vt:) + 4xq -3x0 +2
(b) xor - 4x@ -3x0 +2
(c) ltrl - 4x@ +3x'll +2
(d) xor + 4x@ 4*{r)' 2

Q.39. The order of the difference equation
Un*z *Un+3un = 0 is

(a) I *tan l.n:0
,^ ,-

(c) VA * tan Vl,n =0

(a) I
(c) 3

(b) 2
(d) does not exist

Q'40' The Newton-Raphson method is used to find the roots of the equationx' '2 =0. If the iterations are started from -1, the iteration wilr(a) Converge to -l _ (b) converge to ,tf
(c) Converge to -,lT (d) not converge



Q.41. Choose correct

(a)V:!-Et (b)V:l*.Br
(c)V:-l*Et (a)V:I-I-1

Q.42. Solution of integral equation
1b

y (x) - ). I k (x,t) y(t) dt + F(x) is
Ja

+(a) y(x)l/cn1n(x)+ f (x)=ftrZ
n=t

n
\_r(b) y(*)1 Lcnfn(x) + f (x)
n=L
m

\ra(c) y(x)l /cnfn(x) + f (x)
n=t

m
\-r(d) y(x)N /fn(x) + cn
n=L

Q.43. Euler's equation for the functional

rxz. .
| {"@)y'' + 2b(x)yy' + c(x)yz} dx

JxL

(a) first order linear differential equation

(b) second order linear differential equation

(c) second order non- linear differential equation

(d) a linear differential of order more than two

Q.44. The value of a for which the integral equation

fb
u(x) - o I e*-t (t) dthas trivial solution

Ja

(a) -2 (b) -1 (c) 1 (d)2

Q.45. Non-holonomic constraints are

(a) the constraints that can be expressed as equation form
(b) the constraints that cannot be expressed as equation form
(c) Equation of constraints that contain time as explicit variable
(d) Equation of constraints that does not contains time as explicit variable.



Q'46' Lagtange's equations for a conservative holonomic dynamical system are
@(#) = (#) (k: r, ,tr)

@(#)':#k:r,.,r)
(c\!(g' A'
' ' d"t r,aril :fr(k: I,..., h)

(d) None of these

Q.4T.Lagrangian is defined as

(a) L - T - v, where T is kinetic energy and vpotential energy
(b) L: TV, where T is kinetic energy and vpotential .n.rgy
(c) L:Trv, where T is kinetic energy and v potential energy
(d) L:Tlv, where T is Kinetic energy and v potential .n.rii

Q.48. The dimensions of generalized,momentum
(a) are always those of linear momentum
(b) are always those of angular momentum
(c) may be those of linear momentum
(d) may be those of angular momentum

Q.49.A particle of mass m moves in a force field of potential v, then in
spherical polar coordinates

(a) the kinetic energies] m(r2 +12g, +f6, sin20)

(b) one of the Hamilton equation of motion is r: j
(c) one of the Hamilton equation of motion i, g : #,
(d) one of the Hamilton equation of motion is 0 = #

Q'50' In cylindrical coordinates the Hamiltonian equation of motion are
(a)r:& (b)o:&m

(a\ z-k 
m

m (a) P,: mr

Q'51' If there unbiased coins are tossed, find the probability of getting at least
two tails



,.1 3 ,r., 1 5(u);,; (b) t,;
O;,!, (d) None of these

Q.52. A rifleman is firing at a distant target and has only 10% chance of hitting

it. The number of rounds, he must fire in order to have 50% chance of

hitting it at least once is

(a)11 (b) e (c) 7 (d) 5

Q.53. The function f(x): ff to, X: 1, 2,3,4,5 can be represented as

Probability distributions function

(a) atways true (b) alwaYs false

(c) partially true (d) can't saY

Q.54. In binomial distribution the variance o2 and mean p are related by

(u) o': qp (U) o' : I
(.) qtot:t, (d) None of these

Q.55. Given, a probability density function

f (x) = {o'-'I7oo
Find the Probability P(1< x<2)
1a; e-r +e:r (b) e-' (r) r'' (d) e-' - e'2

Q.56. A coin is tossed m*n times, with m > n. The probability of getting m

consecutive heads is
. - (n+2\ rL(a)ffi (o) 

"-*'
@ # (d) None of these

Q.57. If Xr and Xz are independent standard normal variates, then the

distribution of Y12 is

vl
(a) Standard normal
(b) student'st

(c) CauchY

(d) F- distribution with (1, 1) degrees of freedom



Q.58. The chi-square goodness of fit is based on
(a)multinomial distribution
(b) hyper geometric distribution
(c) the assumption that the character under study is normal(d) None ofthe above.

Q.59 Which of the following statement is not ture?
(a) In a symmetric distribution, the means and the median are equal.(b) The first quartile is equal to the twenty_fifth percentile.(c) In a symmetric distribution, the median is halfivay between the firstand the third quartiles.
(d) The median is always greater than the mean.

Q.60. The assignment problem is a
(a) non-linear programming problem
(b) dynamic programming problem
(c) integer linear programming problem
(d) integer non-linear programming problem

Q'61'In simplex method, the variable x; leave the basis in some iteration. Then,(a) S: can enter the basis in the next iteration
(b) x; does not enter the basis in next iteration
(c) (a) and (b) both true
(d) None of the above

Q'62' In a linear programming problem in standard form, there are six variabresand four constraints' Then, the number of basic feasible solutions are(a) 15 
@) less than 15

(c) more than 15 (d) None of these

Q.63. The Lpp
Max , = xt +2xz+3xl +4x+
Subject ,"7 * x2 * ff + 2x428
Xl, X2, X3, X4, > 0 haS
(a) no feasible solution
(b) Unique optimal solution



(c) An unbounded solution

(d) None of the above

Q.64. The set S:{(x, Y) : xY< 0} is

(a) convex and unbounded

(b) convex and bounded

(c) non-convex and bounded

(d) non-convex and bounded

Q.65. The LPP

Max Z :xt: 4xz

Subject to xr *xzZ I

x132
X1,X220

has

(a) unbounded oPtimal solution

(b) feasible region is unbounded

(c) no oPtimal value

(d) feasible region is closed

Q.66. If <an> is decreasing sequence of positive number Ian converge'

then lim o&n

n+@
(a) *
(c) 1

Q.67.Iff(x):sinx.Then,thetotalvariationof/(x)on{0,2}is

(b) 0
(d) may not exist

(b) 1

(d) 3

(a) -
(c) 2

Q.68. A continuous function

(a) is always a function of bounded variation

(b) is never a function of bounded variation

(c) may or may not be a function of bounded variation

(d) None of the above



Q'69. If and g are of bounded variation, then following is flase.(a) f+g is of bounded variation
(b) f_ g is of bounded variation
(c) fg is not bounded variation
(d) f /g is of bounded variation

Q.70. Given set of unit vector {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)}
(a) This set consist independent vectors
(b) This set consist of dependent vectors
(c) This set span space V3
(d) This set is a basis of V,

Q'71' Given the vector space t!^l of the complex number over rear numbers(a) set {l,i} form a basis for C
(b) 1 and i are linearly dependent
(c) 1 and i are linearly dependent
(d) { t, i} span C (R)

Q'72' IfF{x} is the vector space of all polynomials in one indeterminate x overthe field F, the infinite set l,x,x2,...is
(a) linearly independent
(b) linearly dependent
(c) Both (a) and (b)
(d) Neither (a) nor (b)

Q'73' If z is a linear transformation from a vector space v intoa vector spacew, then the condition for T-r to u. u tin.u, t.unsformation from w to v is(a) T should be one-one
(b) T should not onto
(c) T should be one_one and onto
(d) None of the above

Q'74' Let v be a vector space and r is linear operator on v.If w is a subspaceof V, then W is invariant under T iff oe T+
(a) T (o): o (b) T (o)e w
(b) T (cr):a (d) None of these



Q. 75. Let T:Cn+Cn be an linear operator having n distinct eigen values.

Then,
(a) 7 is invertible.
(b) Z is invertible as well as diagonalizable.
(c) Z is not diagonalizable
(d) I is diagonalizable

Q. 76.'{ real quadratic form in three variables is equivalent to the diagonal form

6y'r+ 3y22+ 0y23. Then, the quadratic form is

(a) positive definite
(b) indefinite
(c) positive semi-definite
(d) negative

Q.77.If n is the order, r is the rank and s is the signature of a real quadratic

form in n variables, then the quadratic form is negative semi-definite if
(a) s:r:n (b) -s-r:n
(c) s:r< n (b) -.i:r<n

Q.78.Let A be a non-null matrix such that Ak : 0, then choose the incorrect

statement

(a) its every eigen value is zero

(b) it is similar to a diagonal matrix
(c) itis nilpotent matrix
(d) None of the above

Q.79. The set of all bilinear transformations under the product of
transformations forms

(a) a semi group (b) an abelian group

(c) a non-abeliangroup (d) None of these

Q.80.The fixed points of the mapping w:(52+ 4)l(z +5) are

(a) 2,2 (b) 2, - 2
(c) -2,-2 (d) -4 Is,s

Q.81. Define T ; Zp+Zp, then find the number of inner automorphisms



(a) I
(c) 4

Q.82.Ss be the permutation
Sss.t.atb: a'are
(a) l0
(c) 20

Q.83.Consider Z5as afield modulo 5 and
Then, the zeros of/(x) over Z5are I
(a) I and 4
(b) 2 and 2

(b) 12

(d) 6

group on 5 symbols. Then, number of element is

(b) 15

(d) 30

let/(x):xt+ 4xa+4x3+ 4x2+x+ I
and 3 with respective multiplicity
(b) 2 and 3

(d) | and 2

Q.84.A subring S of R has the following axioms
(a) s is closed under addition and multiplication
(b) S is closed under addition only
(c) ,S is closed under multiplication only(d) ,S is a ring under the operation defined in R

Q.85.A ring M of 2 x 2 matrices with elements in R, is(a) commutative ring with zero divisors, without unity(b) non-commutative ring with zero divisors, with unity(c) commutative ring with unity
(d) field

Q.86. Let p : x + Ybe aclosed continuous surjective map such that p-r ({y}) is
compact for each y € y. Then,
(a) ifXis Hausdorff, then I is also Hausdorff
(b) ifXis regular, then I is also regular
(c) ifxis locally compact, then r is also locally compact(d) ifxis second countable, then r is also second countable

Q.87.Which of the following(s) is/are true ?
(a) A subspace of a Housdorff space is Hausdorff,(b) A product of Hausdorff space is Hausdorff.(c) A subspace of a regular space is regular.



(d) A product of regular space is regular.

Q.SS. Let X be a metrizable space. Then,

(a) X is compact

(b) Xis limit Point of comPact

(c) Xis sequentiallY comPact

(d) None of the above

Q.89. Let Xbe a topological space. Then,

(a) X is locally connected implies for every open set U of X, each

component of U is oPen in X
(b) if for every open set U of X, each component of U is open in X,

then X is locallY connected

(c) exactly only one of above

(d) neither (a) nor (b) is true

Q.90.LetX: ta, b, c),3: {0, {a}, {a, b},X}, then (X,3) is a

(a) compact space (b) hausdorff space

(c) connected space (d) disconnected space




